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Team Barloworld: Building a Global Brand 

 
It was July 2008 and the Tour de France had just finished. Barloworld Ltd, an industrial brand 
management company, had sponsored one of the teams that took part – named Team Barloworld. It was a 
team that had proven extraordinarily successful in 2007, earning the Barloworld brand significant global 
brand awareness and publicity. However, one of the Team Barloworld cyclists in the 2008 Tour de France 
had tested positive for doping, potentially compromising two of the Barloworld brand values, namely 
honesty and integrity. Now Chris Fisher, head of corporate marketing at Barloworld, had to make an 
urgent decision about the future of the sponsorship.   

Background on Barloworld 

Barloworld described itself as “a distributor of leading international brands providing integrated rental, 
fleet management, product support and logistics solutions”.1 Its revenue from operations in 2008 
amounted to R46.7 billion, 18% up from R39.8 billion in 2007. The organisation’s operating profit 
increased by 31% to R3 billion, from R2.3 billion in 2007.2 (See Exhibit 1.) The group represented 
several global brands on behalf of its principals, among them Caterpillar, Hyster, Avis, Budget, Audi, 
BMW, Ford, General Motors, Mercedes-Benz, Toyota and Volkswagen. By 2008, Barloworld had 
operations in 42 countries worldwide. About half of its almost 20 000 employees were based in South 
Africa.3 
 
The organisation started out in 1902 when Major Ernest (Billy) Barlow established Thomas Barlow & 
Sons, initially a wool retailer which expanded to engineering components five years later. Over the years, 
the company had gradually grew into a wide range of businesses, such as motor vehicle retailing, steel and 
building materials, handling equipment, consumer electronics and steel manufacturing. In 2000, the group 
changed its name from Barlow Ltd to Barloworld Ltd, to reflect the company’s worldwide initiatives.  
 
A period of major rationalisation followed in 2006, to reposition the company from an industrial 
conglomerate to a global distribution business. By January 2007, Barloworld had restructured its eight 
separate businesses into four core group subsidiaries: Barloworld Automotive (car rental, fleet services 
and motor retailing), Barloworld Handling (forklift truck distribution and fleet management), Barloworld 
Logistics (logistics management and supply chain optimisation) and Barloworld Equipment (earthmoving 
and power systems). In that year, Clive Thomson, former finance director, took over from Tony Phillips as 
CEO.  

Getting to ‘Team Barloworld’ 

At the time of Barloworld’s name change in 2000, the head of corporate communications at the time, 
Mark Drewell, and the marketing managers of the different business units reviewed the vision, mission 
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and brand values of Barloworld. They identified the Barloworld brand vision as “building an enduring and 
sustainable international brand that could add value and build loyalty with all stakeholders”.4  
 
Building on that vision, they formed the Barloworld brand platform, which comprised a brand philosophy 
– that success was a combination of teamwork and individual excellence – and the concepts that would 
epitomise the brand (the brand drivers) – thinking and acting globally, being passionate, having effective 
communication and having strength in diversity and successful partnerships. The team defined the 
Barloworld brand personality as being professional, honest, competitive, pioneering, persevering, 
respectful and approachable, while the brand values emerged as honesty, commitment, teamwork, 
excellence and integrity.5 
 
According to Fisher, who took over the project from Drewell in 2003, it then became vital for Barloworld 
to communicate the new name and the group’s brand personality to all its employees, its brand principals 
and its shareholders worldwide, so as “to instil internal and external belief in the brand”.6 He noted, 
“Everything we did at Barloworld to communicate the name change had to talk to each of the 
fundamentals, or we would not do it. Every professional message we put out had to be checked against the 
platform, and every advertising campaign or sponsor we chose had to epitomise everything that the brand 
platform stood for.”7 
 
The marketing communication objectives set at the time included: creating global awareness of the name 
change, unifying the employees of the company, and making Barloworld a household name. Fisher 
recalled that to meet these objectives while dealing with 26 000 employees in eight business units, spread 
over 31 countries at the time, and representing 32 sub-brands in seven languages seemed almost 
impossible.8 As it turned out, this was only the first of many “impossibles” to overcome. 
 
Segmenting the group’s target market was not easy because of Barloworld’s eight diverse businesses at 
the time. Fisher explained that “the marketing team took the motor industry, the caterpillar industry 
[earthmoving] and the cement industry and tried to determine where the biggest overlap was, in order to 
come up with a wide target audience range”.9 The team decided that the communication message therefore 
had to appeal to a target audience of males and females in the 25 to 55 age group, in the A and B income 
sectors.a  

Cycling as the Communication Platform 

The next step was to create a communication platform that spoke to all the stakeholders. Drewell came up 
with the idea of sponsoring an international professional sports team, which he named Team Barloworld, 
noting that the chosen sport would have to reflect the Barloworld brand. Having considered a range of 
sports such as tennis, golf, rugby, soccer and Formula One, all the options on the table eventually fell 
away for various reasons. For example, large events like the Olympics and the Soccer World Cup, which 
drew millions of people, were held only every four years, while Formula One racing allowed little 
branding opportunity in terms of branding space. 
  
A cycling team certainly fitted the bill: particularly one that had the potential to enter the Tour de France. 
By virtue of cycling’s growing worldwide popularity, the Tour de France was the third most-watched 
sporting event in the world, after the Soccer World Cup and the Olympics, and it happened every year. 
“This meant media impact at a phenomenal rate, since 4.5 billion people watched the Tour de France 
every year. Moreover, the Italian equivalent of the Tour de France, the Giro d’Italia, was fourth-biggest, 
which gave us two opportunities,” Fisher noted.10 Barloworld saw immense branding opportunities in the 
media exposure that cycling offered, and not only for Barloworld. It was possible to sell branding space on 
all the parts of the cycling apparel, the bicycles, the team bus and the cars, to raise additional funds – 
something other sports did not offer to the same extent.  
 

                                                
a The South African Advertising Research Foundation (SAARF) Living Standards Measure (LSM) was a means of segmenting 
the South African market. It grouped people according to their living standards (and accordingly income or buying power). LSM 7 
and higher was regarded upper middle class and elite. [Source: http://archive.saarf.co.za.] 
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As the idea unfolded, cycling seemed to fit more and more closely with Barloworld and what the group 
stood for. Barloworld competed globally in all the countries where cycling events were held – Austria, 
Denmark, Portugal, Scandinavia, South Africa, Spain, the UK, the USA – so to find international riders 
representing those countries would be achievable. This would indeed be a “colourful” way to capture the 
attention of the target audience across the world.11  
 
But, most importantly, everything about cycling seemed to reflect the newly-identified Barloworld brand 
drivers: being professional, pioneering, persevering, approachable and competitive. Furthermore, Fisher 
and his team identified Barloworld’s leadership approach as revolving around utilising the collective 
wisdom or collective intelligence of its people.12 (See Exhibit 2). “And, where better would one find 
teamwork and individual excellence displayed than in cycling,” Fisher noted. In cycling, an individual 
could not do well without the rest of his team, because the rest of the team actually positioned one rider to 
excel.13   
 
With this decided, not only did Fisher want to create a cycling team consisting of international riders, he 
also wanted to get the team into the Tour de France within five years. So he called the project ‘Mission 
Impossible’. 

Convincing the Board 

As keen as Drewell and his marketing team were on the idea, it still had to be run by the board to obtain 
permission for the sponsorship budget. In Drewell’s initial presentation in 2002, he pointed out the 
enormous costs of running seven different advertising campaigns in seven different languages in all the 
countries where Barloworld had a presence. Only then, as a counterproposal, did he present the idea of 
sponsoring Team Barloworld, an international cycling team that would be the first international 
professional cycling team ever from South Africa. 
 
Some board members originally opposed the idea, however, with international yachting being a firm 
favourite as a sport to sponsor. In the end, the CEO at the time, Tony Phillips, gave the project his full 
support, saying that he actually believed the project was inspired, and so the vote eventually swung in 
favour of cycling.  

Finding Additional Sponsors 

The budget allocated to launch the sponsorship communication campaign was only R2.5 million – a 
relatively small amount for a global marketing campaign. This forced the Barloworld marketing team to 
start looking for additional sponsors. The budget had to cover everything, including the salaries of Team 
Barloworld riders and those of the support team; the warehouse; the cars and the buses; all the promotion 
costs; registration fees at the Union of Cyclists International (UCI); public relations services and 
maintenance of the website. 
 
Potential sponsors were offered naming rights on the cycling apparel. Each sleeve on the jersey sold for 
R2 million, patches lower down were sold for R500 000 and the two spaces along the half-shorts were 
also worth R2 million each (see Exhibit 3). As these sponsorships brought in the greater part of the funds, 
the appearance of the apparel would change from year to year to accommodate the sponsors. (After three 
years, the colours changed from blue to red. Apart from accommodating the South African car rental 
company, Avis South Africab, this change also suited the image of the team better, as “red stood for 
vitality, success and power”, Fisher pointed out.14) 
 
One of Team Barloworld’s founder sponsors was bicycle manufacturer LOOK but, over the years, the 
sponsors came and went. Each year, as the team progressed, Team Barloworld was able to raise more and 
more funds from additional co-sponsors. Among them were some of the business units of Barloworld, 
such as Avis SA and Barloworld Equipment; and American bicycle manufacturer, Cannondale, which 
contributed approximately R8 million. Following Cannondale, Italian bicycle manufacturer Bianchi 
supplied bicycles at a cost of R100 000 a bike, plus an additional R10 million.15 Apart from these major 

                                                
b Avis South Africa was part of Barloworld Automotive. 
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sponsors, by 2008 there were 17 official suppliers of other cycling necessities, such as suitcases (Menini), 
tyres (Vittoria), cycling shoes (Northwave), race clothes (Nalini), mineral water (Alisea) and saddles 
(fi’zi:k).  

Getting Team Barloworld Roadworthy 

The first Team Barloworld race manager was a Frenchman, Michael Gros, who managed all the races in 
Europe. The first riders were selected according to the brief that there had to be at least an Australian, a 
Spaniard and a British rider in the team. The first team of 12 riders was signed up in February 2003 and 
included three South Africans. (See Exhibit 4.) It was a well-chosen mix too, according to Fisher, as some 
of the very first team members – Sylvain Calzati from France and Sean Sullivan from Australia – went on 
to race in many high-profile races around the world.16  
 
Because teamwork was so important in the success of a cycling team, it was crucial also to have the right 
people in the Team Barloworld support team, which later came to be known as the ‘Oceans 13’. The 
support team consisted of a team manager, who oversaw the team’s commitments, sponsorship and 
general operation; three Directeurs Sportifsc, who travelled to races and dictated the racing strategy; four 
soigneurs or masseurs, who assisted with meals for the team, tended to the laundry, massaged and 
escorted the riders; a doctor; four mechanics and a secretary looking after the equipment. Yet, the 
selection of the initial support staff was a big disappointment to Fisher. The nature of the members’ 
responsibilities called for complete professionalism and commitment to the team. It turned out that a 
number of the support staff abused their positions in different ways, some selling Team Barloworld 
promotional items on the side. Fisher said changes had to be made, and he went on to assemble an entirely 
more suitable support team.17  
 
As far as Fisher was concerned, one of the reasons for the ultimate success of Team Barloworld was 
indeed the calibre of the Oceans 13 support staff that was ultimately assembled. “Team Barloworld might 
not have had the big budgets of the other teams, but where they matched them and gained a competitive 
edge was in the selection of their support team,” he pointed out.18 

Public Relations Strategy 

Fisher regarded the brand platform of such importance that he attributed the successful outcome of the 
sponsorship to the fact that the marketing team had done such thorough groundwork in the beginning, and 
never lost sight of the brand platform, the brand drivers and the target audience. This meant that the PR 
agencies appointed to help with media exposure – Vitesse Mediad covering activities in Europe and, 
initially, Magna Carta Public Relationse covering South Africa, which was succeeded by sponsorship and 
PR agency Matchworldf – also had to adhere strictly to this brief. 
 
The PR agencies were crucial to the success of the campaign, although Fisher had to change agencies 
along the way to get the most out of the campaign. Magna Carta, Vitesse and Matchworld each served 
Team Barloworld well, but Magna Carta was later dropped as it was unable to provide a service in Europe. 
In addition to other responsibilities, the agencies had to measure the impact of Team Barloworld in the 
media, set up and maintain the Team Barloworld website (www.teambarloworld.com), organise public 
relations events and produce timeous press releases continually.  
 
Through what Fisher called his “360° global brand communication platforms”, he made use of a variety of 
communication channels. (See Exhibit 5.) The website, for example, proved to be of enormous 
importance, since the international media started to draw on the up-to-date information from the site. 

                                                
c A French word borrowed by the English, which meant the team manager of a cycle racing team. [Source: 
http://en.wiktionary.org.] 
d Vitesse Media Plc was a United Kingdom-based company. The company's principal activities were online, print publishing and 
events, specialising in growing businesses. [Source: http://markets.ft.com.] 
e According to Magna Carta, it was the largest PR agency in South Africa, focusing on communications and public relations 
services. [Source: www.businesswomen.co.za.] 
f Matchworld, a South African sponsorship management agency, offered strategic sponsorship consulting, leveraging, brand 
activation, PR and eventing services to corporates. One of its areas of expertise was sports. [Source: www.primedia.co.za.] 
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Vitesse Media managed the website from Europe, but constantly received information from South Africa 
on race schedules in each country, riders, partners, race results and press releases. 
 
When the riders were available they worked as motivational speakers worldwide, or were involved in 
public relations or charity work, such as attending hospitality events. Barloworld worked hard to train 
them in how to handle the media, so that they would be able to manage any hard questions and project the 
right image in front of the cameras.19  
 
Team Barloworld created another successful communication channel to promote the brand by selling 
brand merchandise – official replica clothing, accessories and riding kits. It sold in excess of 15 000 
cycling kits to amateur rider and fans.20 

“Go Big or Go Home” 

As a newcomer, the team had to be registered as a Trade Three team with the UCI, but it aimed to earn 
enough UCI pointsg by 2004 to be registered as a Trade Two team, so that it could compete at the highest 
levels in Europe.21 Team Barloworld did very well in 2003 by winning 10 races in South Africa and in 
Italy. Other international victories soon followed so that, by 2005, the team was ranked as the top UCI 
Professional Continental Cycling team in the world.22

 As the sponsorships grew by the year and as the 
riders’ contracts expired, so Team Barloworld could afford to sign up better professional riders. However, 
the really good professional riders came at a high price, so there was constant pressure on the managers to 
find additional sponsorship.  
 
With the team having been remarkably successful in its first three years, but some way from achieving its 
objective of participating in the Tour de France within five years, it was in 2005 that Fisher and his team 
decided that “we either go big or we go home”.23 He reckoned that, with “the right professional approach 
and the right structure, by appointing the right people and having the right budget”, the team could 
actually get into the Tour de France.24 So that meant approaching the board for more money. 
 
On the grounds of the positive media impact measurement received thus far (2:1 in 2003 and 4:1 in 2004 – 
see below), Fisher asked the board to raise the sponsorship budget. He promised to raise another 
R5 million himself if they would allocate R15 million to the team, and further promised them improved 
media impact of 8:1. The board’s approval meant a lot to Fisher. “We had come so far and it was so close, 
you could actually smell it,” he said. “If they had not agreed, it would have been heartbreaking.”25  

‘The Little Team That Knew They Could’ 

Under the racing management of the newly-appointed Claudio Cortih – a former champion Italian cyclist – 
the team started training in earnest towards two objectives: to obtain entry into the Tour de France and to 
achieve a podium finish. However, there were still many sceptics in Barloworld who did not share Fisher’s 
enthusiasm. The campaign had to deal with a number of sceptical people from day one, not only at board 
level, but across business units as well.  
 
To help them gain enough points to qualify for the Tour de France, the team attended vigorous training 
camps and participated in as many cycling events worldwide as possible, including the Tour of Portugal 
and the Giro d’Italia. Corti and his excellent track record brought more visibility to Team Barloworld, and 
so the team became more and more attractive to the really good riders. Corti managed to sign up some 
excellent riders, including a Columbian, Mauricio Soler, and the South African rider, Robert Hunter, when 
his contract with his former sponsor expired.  
 

                                                
g UCI points were appointed to the fastest riders. 
h Claudio Corti was a respected name in the cycling world, having been Italian champion twice, in 1985 and 1986. Corti had been 
directing teams since shortly after his retirement in 1990. [Source: http://autobus.cyclingnews.com.] 
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After a lot of hard work, a fortunate event occurred. Team Barloworld received a wildcardi entry to 
participate in the Tour de France in 2007. While they had, in effect, qualified for the Tour de France by 
winning a final race by the skin of their teeth, the final wildcard invitation was a toss-up between Team 
Barloworld and the team sponsored by Unibet. “At the last minute, Unibet was declared an online 
gambling company and, because online gambling was illegal in France, they were banned and we got in,” 
Fisher remembered.26 So Team Barloworld became the first British-registered team to ride in the Tour de 
France in 20 years. The British Cycling Federation had, in fact, supported Barloworld’s application for a 
wildcard because no other British cycling team had done as well as Team Barloworld.27 
 
Instantly, employee interest in Team Barloworld increased dramatically – so much so that Barloworld 
erected big plasma TV screens in some of its outlets across the world for employees to watch the team 
participate in the event. Taking advantage of this interest, the marketing team launched internal 
competitions, in which the staff could predict stage winners throughout the duration of the race.   
 
Because Team Barloworld was a newcomer to the Tour, with about a quarter of the budget of the other 
teams, the others did not initially perceive the team to be serious competition. However, fairly soon into 
the race, when Hunter finished second in stage 4, Team Barloworld started to get attention. Then, in stage 
9, Soler came in first – a first stage win for Barloworld. (See Exhibit 6.) As Soler came in for the win, he 
zipped up his jersey to display the Barloworld logo in full view of the cameras – and the 4.5 billion people 
watching the event. Hunter then went on to win stage 11 for Team Barloworld a few days later – the first 
stage win for a South African in the Tour de France ever. (See Exhibit 7.) And then, to add to the growing 
excitement, Soler earned the King of the Mountains trophy – the red polka-dot jersey, at stage 16. Apart 
from the stage wins, the team also had a series of top five finishes, ranking them amongst the top three 
teams at the 2007 Tour de France.28   
 
As a consequence, sports writers began to take notice of Barloworld and what it stood for. The senior 
editor of Sports Illustrated USA, Austin Murphy, was particularly intrigued by the team and its small 
budget. He wrote about Team Barloworld, promptly naming them ‘the little team that knew they could’. 
His article created enormous interest worldwide. Team Barloworld was regarded as the ‘Jamaican 
bobsleigh’ team of cyclingj. “Everybody was flocking to our website to find out about this little team, and 
the page impressions on our site just went through the roof,” Fisher recalled.29 It was a joyful time for 
Barloworld. Fisher and his team entertained 50 customers every day for the duration of the race. This 
formed part of their marketing promotions, which Fisher called the “Grand Tour Experience”. Major 
sponsors and many of Barloworld’s customers went to the Tour de France. There they were allowed to eat 
with the team, ride in the team car and listen in to the team’s daily strategy. (See Exhibit 8.) In charge of 
all this hospitality and entertainment was the communications manager of Barloworld, Lauren Bobbert. 
Customers and guests experienced the starting line, the feed zone, the finishing line, helicopter viewing of 
the race, picnic opportunities and the Champs Élysées. To Fisher, this was a remarkable marketing 
relations management opportunity that was executed to perfection.30 Back home, Barloworld employees 
were equally enthusiastic, walking past the big screens whenever they could, to watch as Team 
Barloworld excelled. 
 
The global media impact achieved during July 2007 was in excess of R2 billion. Fisher and his team had 
achieved their objective of making Barloworld a household name and unifying its people. E-mail 
messages streamed in from people, who said they had never heard of Barloworld before but that they 
definitely now knew. This was indeed proof, Fisher said, that “if one dares to dream and one has a plan, 
and the belief and a team of achievers, anything is possible.”31  
 
However, one year later, the campaign faced its greatest challenge ever. 

                                                
i This expression came from card games, especially poker, where it referred to a card that could stand for any rank chosen by the 
player who held it. The term was adopted in sports for an additional player or team chosen to take part in a contest after the 
regular places had been taken. [Source: www.answers.com/topic/wild-card (accessed 25 January 2010).] 
j A Jamaican four-man bobsled team debuted at the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary, Alberta. There they quickly became a fan 
favourite, largely because of their status position as the ultimate ‘underdog' story of the games. Not only was there the novelty of 
having a tropical country compete in a cold-weather sport, but they had very little practice going down a bobsled track. While they 
did rather poorly in the beginning, they went on regardless, and eventually excelled at the 1992 Winter Olympics. 
[Source: http://en.wikipedia.org.] 
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The Dueñas Affair 

Team Barloworld was delighted to be allowed entry into the 2008 Tour de France, on the grounds of the 
previous year’s two stage wins and the King of the Mountains win. That year, Moisès Dueñas, a Spanish 
rider, was part of the team, replacing another Spanish rider who had joined a rival team at the end of 2007. 
(See Exhibit 9.) Because of Barloworld’s presence in Spain, Barloworld Finanzautok – as one of Team 
Barloworld’s sponsors – had put pressure on the team to find a Spanish replacement, so Corti 
recommended Dueñas, who showed a lot of potential in the 2007 Tour de France, riding for a Spanish 
team and finishing in the top 50.    
 
Fisher and the team managers were a little concerned during the early days of the 2008 Tour de France 
when Dueñas did not appear to perform that well. Having lost Soler earlier in the race, when he crashed 
and injured his wrist, Team Barloworld’s hopes now turned to Dueñas to record a result. However, 10 
days into the race, at the end of stage 10, Team Barloworld and its support team were in for a huge shock.  
 
Fisher remembered walking into the reception area of the hotel early on the morning of 16 July 2008, to be 
met by about 50 members of the French drug squad asking about Dueñas’s whereabouts. Corti and Fisher 
showed them to Dueñas’s room on the fourth floor. On breaking down the door, the French drug squad 
found Dueñas with a considerable amount of illegal substances in his room.32 The items were later 
identified as syringes, needles, blood bags and a drug called TAD, which was not authorised for import or 
sale in France. (See Exhibit 10.) Fisher recalled that Dueñas and all the other team members had been 
thoroughly checked by the team doctor on a weekly basis in the lead-up to the Tour de France. It was a 
standard practice for all riders to be checked pre-race, which meant Dueñas started taking the banned 
substance during the race.33   
 
Almost beside himself with shock and anger, Fisher “saw this magnificent achievement [of Team 
Barloworld] potentially being destroyed, along with the values that Barloworld stand for”. In the time that 
followed, in what he called “a horrible, horrible nightmare”34, Fisher had to phone members of the 
Barloworld board and all the other sponsors, and deal with the very “aggressive” international press, 
which gathered with flashing cameras in front of the hotel. Corti and the team doctor, Massimiliano 
Mantovani, accompanied Dueñas to the police station. “Fortunately, the French police took him out of the 
hotel under arrest or I think I would have killed him,” Fisher recalled.35  
 
“The selfish act of one individual had a tremendous snowball effect,” he said.36 Panic and fear set in 
immediately among the team and the support team members as to their future employment. Fisher assured 
the riders and the support staff that the team would stay in place, at least until the end of the Tour de 
France.37 The Barloworld executive considered withdrawing immediately, due to the potential adverse 
reputational impact for Barloworld. However, Fisher pointed out that Barloworld had contractual 
obligations towards the riders and other sponsors.38 
 
Apart from the address to the press that day to state the facts, Team Barloworld then issued an 
international press release the following day, in which it expressed shock at what had happened. Team 
Barloworld emphasised that the team was not involved in Dueñas’s misdemeanours, and that the 
organisers of the Tour de France’s investigations had found nothing to implicate Barloworld or the rest of 
the team. It stated further that Team Barloworld planned to take severe action against anyone who 
damaged their credibility and the image of the team. The press release also stated that the future of the 
sponsorship would be decided at the end of the Tour de France.39  
 
The French anti-doping agency (AFLD) later informed Team Barloworld that Dueñas tested positive for 
the banned blood booster, erythropoietin (EPO), taken at the end of stage 4 on 8 July, which led to their 
further investigation. Team Barloworld immediately suspended Dueñas, and he did not start stage 11 of 
the Tour de France with the other riders – and was later banned from cycling for two years.40 By that time, 
Team Barloword had only four riders left, having lost the other riders due to injuries along the way. 
Although Team Barloworld had no top four finishes by the end of the race, the team did manage to draw 
media attention again, one week later. One of the team’s four riders, John Lee Augustyn, went over a cliff. 

                                                
k Barloworld Finanzauto was an earthmoving equipment (Caterpillar) dealer. 
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First to summit the steep Col de la Bonette-Restefond, he misjudged a corner on his descent and 
disappeared over the edge, sliding down the mountain. Miraculously, he was bruised only, got up, climbed 
back up the mountain and finished the stage with a replacement bicycle.      

Impact, Monitoring and Evaluation of the Sponsorship 

For Fisher, the disappointment of the Dueñas affair was made more acute by the success that Team 
Barloworld had had in making the company a household name. Barloworld decided that the only way the 
sponsorship impact could be measured was by media valuation. To assess the effectiveness of Team 
Barloworld as a communication vehicle, the PR agency recorded keywords such as ‘Barloworld’ every 
time they appeared on television and radio and in print or online media. (It was very reassuring for Fisher 
to hear the data ticker streaming the information through to his computer throughout the day.)  
 
To determine the media impact in financial terms, Magna Carta – and later, Matchworld – took the 
average advertising rate of the medium in which Team Barloworld appeared and then calculated the cost 
of an equivalent advertisement in that particular medium.  
 

In 2003, the campaign achieved a media impact figure of 2:1, which meant that it had a public relations 
value of R5 million against the R2.5 million invested. Public relations value measured the return on 
investment for a sponsorship and, in marketing terms, it was acceptable to have a return of 3:1, Fisher 
explained.41 In 2004, the public relations value rose to 4:1, and each year after that showed a dramatic 
increase. But the figure exceeded all expectations after the 2007 Tour de France, when public relations 
value was measured at 55:1 - a “never-to-be-beaten record”, according to Fisher. (See Exhibit 11.) In this 
way, Fisher was able to measure whether the marketing objectives were met. Through Team Barloworld, 
Fisher and his team had indeed managed to achieve global awareness by making Barloworld a household 
name. The employees, spread over seven continents, were united, as their interest in and support for Team 
Barloworld increased tenfold over the years, measured by the many communications Fisher received.    
 
Worried that the Dueñas affair could have impacted negatively on the company, Fisher and his team 
requested Magna Carta to establish the media impact of the Dueñas affair. It turned out that only 5% of the 
entire media coverage was on Dueñas; the remaining 95% of coverage was of a positive nature. The 
support for the team from the international media was amazing, Fisher recalled. Once cleared by the 
French drug squad, Team Barloworld was not perceived to be responsible for Dueñas’s actions.42 
 
Over the years, Barloworld won several sponsorship and communication awards worldwide, among them 
a Loerie Award for Sponsorship Excellencel in 2004 and a Public Relations Institute of Southern Africa 
(PRISA) PRISMm gold award in 2008 in the sponsorship category. In addition, the company won an 
award from the International Association of Business Communicators (IBC) in 2008 for its return on 
investment achievement in 2007, and a Certificate in Excellence in the European Superior Achievement in 
Branding and Reputation (SABRE) Awardsn. 
 
While these media figures were a way to prove to the board that money had been well invested and that it 
actually had increased brand awareness, it was far more difficult – if not impossible – to measure its 
tangible effect on the day-to-day business of Barloworld, said Fisher.43 Although there had been an 
increase in its share price, there was no way that one could attribute that directly to the team. As far as 
Fisher was concerned, this successful sponsorship was an invaluable investment in the overall reputation 
of the brand, which benefited all Barloworld stakeholders.44   
 

                                                
l The Loerie Awards were a South African initiative that recognised creative excellence in brand communications, across a broad 
range of media and disciplines. [Source: www.theloerieawards.co.za.]. 
m PRISA represented the interests of South African public relations and communication practitioners. The PRISA PRISM Awards 
were a benchmark of excellence in communications, and were aimed at encouraging continued growth, excellence and 
professionalism in the public relations industry. The event was a highlight on the South African media calendar. 
[Source: www.prisa.co.za.]  
n The SABRE Awards were administered by The Holmes Group, a public relations newsletter publisher. They are awarded for 
excellence in public relations programming. [Source: www.prlog.org.] 
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What distinguished this campaign from other sport sponsorships was the strong emotional attachment of 
the public to the team. The South African cycling community, to a large extent, adopted Team Barloworld 
as the unofficial South African team when they raced abroad. Sponsors, customers and fans alike became 
emotionally involved in Team Barloworld, resulting in a correlation between the sport and the brand – 
something seldom achieved by other sponsorships, according to Fisher.45 For him, the many e-mails 
received were testimony to the emotional support for the team. Moreover, the Tour de France in 2007 and 
2008 became “awesome” opportunities to cement the relationship between Barloworld and its customers, 
Fisher noted.46  

The Way Forward 

Fisher had a lot to consider before his report to the CEO of Barloworld. He and his team had conducted a 
successful campaign that could continue to benefit Barloworld. They had worked hard and achieved much 
in a short time. What would be the consequences if the company withdrew from the sponsorship, and what 
would be the consequences if it did not? And what else had to be taken into consideration?  
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Exhibit 1   Barloworld Ltd Financial Statement 

 
Income Statement 

For the Year Ended 30 September 2007 

 

 2007 (Rm) 2006 (Rm) 

Revenue 284   320   

Operating profit 23 052   4 497   

Fair value adjustments on financial instruments 1   2   

Finance costs (351)  (218)  

Income from investments 2   1   

Profit before exceptional items 22 704   4 282   

Exceptional items 132   (2)  

Profit before taxation 22 836   4 280   

Taxation (209)  (19)  

Net profit 22 627   4 261   
 
Source: www.barloworld.com. 
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Exhibit 2   Cycling Promoting Visual Brand Expression       

 
Source: Courtesy of  Barloworld, 2010. 
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Exhibit 3   Brand Partnership Opportunities 

 
Source: Courtesy of Barloworld, 2010. 
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Exhibit 4   The First Team Barloworld, 2003. 

 

Source: Courtesy of Barloworld, 2010. 
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Exhibit 5   360 Degree Global Communications Platform  
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Exhibit 5 (continued) 

Source: Courtesy of Team Barloworld, 2010. 
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Exhibit 6   Mauricio Soler 

 
 

 
 
17 July 2007: Tour de France Stage 9 – 
Mauricio Soler. 

   
               

                   
 
25 July 2007: Tour de France Stage 16 – Mauricio Soler 
with his polka-dot jersey. 

 
Source: Courtesy of Team Barloworld, 2010. 

 

Exhibit 7   Robert Hunter: Stage 4 Win 

 

Source: Courtesy of Team Barloworld, 2010. 
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Exhibit 8   A Grand Tour Experience 

 

 

22 July 2007 – Tour de France Stage 14 – Clive Thomson (Barloworld’s CEO) in the team’s car, while 
a mechanic assisted Geraint Thomas. 

Source: Courtesy of Team Barloworld, 2010. 

 

Exhibit 9   Spanish Rider, Moisès Dueñas, July 2008 

 

 

Source: Courtesy of Team Barloworld, 2010. 
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Exhibit 10   South African Press Release on the Doping Incident 

 
Duenas’s Stash 

 
Toulouse – A stash of medical material and a banned substance were among items seized by 
police from the room of Spanish cyclist Moises Duenas who has been kicked out of the Tour 
de France after failing a drugs test, a French court heard on Thursday. The 27-year-old 
Barloworld rider tested positive for the blood booster erythropoietin (EPO) during the fourth 
stage, a 29km time-trial at Cholet. 
 
“In the cupboard and among the rider’s personal belongings gendarmes found many things 
including medical material,” prosecutor Gerard Aldige told the court. Aldige said that the 
products included “syringes, needles and blood bags” and a drug called TAD which is not 
authorised for import or sale in France. “A multitude of other products... in liquid and sachet 
form were also seized,” Aldige added. 
 
Duenas was charged with “use and possession of plants and poisonous substances” and could 
face up to two years in prison and a 3 750 euro fine. He could also be jailed for up to three 
years for “the importation of banned goods”. Barloworld team manager Claudio Corti, 
speaking before the start of the 12th stage in Lavelanet on Thursday, denied all knowledge of 
the discovery and said he had yet to speak to Duenas. 
 
“I haven’t spoken to any of the authorities yet so I don’t know what has been found. I have 
questions I would like Duenas too,” said Corti, admitting his team were now in a precarious 
situation regarding both the race organisers and their sponsor. “It’s a serious situation we are 
in but I have explained to the organisers that we, as a team, are not implicated in this affair. I 
have also spoken to the sponsor and told him everything I know.” 
 
Corti said that if Duenas is the only one implicated, his team – which is now down to four 
riders – would be staying in the race. “If he (Duenas) is the only one implicated then why 
should the whole team pay for it? We are cooperating and trying to deal with this together,” 
added Corti. “If it turns out that Duenas has been doing all of this behind our backs, then we 
will start proceedings against him.”  

Source: www.iol.co.za, dated 17 July 2008. 
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Exhibit 11   Return on Sponsorship Investment  

RETURN ON SPONSORSHIP INVESTMENT

ROI 18:1R20MR36MR663M2008

ROI 55:1R18MR28MR1540M

R608M

2007

2007 

(additional)

ROI 8:1R15MR20MR160M2006

ROI 6:1R7.5MR8.0MR48M2005

ROI 4:1R5.0MR5.5MR22M2004

ROI 2:1R2.5MR3.0MR6.0M2003

RETURN ON TOTAL 

INVESTMENT

BARLOWORLD 

CONTRIBUTION

SPONSORSHIP 

INVESTMENT

MEDIA 

IMPACT

YEAR

 

Source: Courtesy of Barloworld, 2010. 
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